
REPUBLIC OF KENYA
IN THE TAX APPEALS TRIBUNAL

TAX APPEAL N0.134 OF 2015

F. M. MAC HARIA L1MITED APPELLANT

VERSUS

THE COMMISSIONER OF DOMESTIC TAXES RESPONDENT

BACKGROUND

1. The Appellant is a limited liability company under the provisions

of the Companies Act~(Ehapter 486 of the ' ,s of Kenya).
~ '"

2. The Respondent was estaBlished under tHe Kenya Revenue
.is

Authority Act, Cap 469 as an agency of the
"«

gover'1m~nt, for the pose. ~ ion and receipt of
A ~ ~

revenu,e. It is' mandated to adr'1finister and er:lforce all provisions

of the laws set out in the KRA Act for the purposes of assessing,

collecting and accinting for ;1I~evenues in accordance with
~

those laws.

3. This case was registered for Audit on 21st February 2012 to check

on PAYE, WHT, VAT operations and whether all sales were

declared for corporation tax purposes. A Notice of Intention to

Audit dated 23rd February 2012 was sent to the taxpayer and was

received on the same date. The taxpayer's auditor responded to

the notice on 1st March 2012 stating that the taxpayer

(Client! Appellant) was away on business and suggested that the

Audit should commence during the last week of March 2012.
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4. On 14thMarch 2012, the Auditor was called to confirm the actual

date of commencement of the intended Audit whereupon the

Auditor indicated that his Client was not ready to avail any

records for Audit. The Respondent followed this with several

phone calls including sending a reminder to the taxpayer on 14th

December 2012 to which the taxpayer did not respond.

5. Efforts by the Respondent to enga e Appellant proved futile

forcing the Respondent to issue ated additional assessment

on 24th June 2013 as hereundef
~

i. Cross Analysis: profit of othe related business gave an

average ma~R':up of 14% for the two years 2007-2008

is taxed and

Respondent demanded

respectively for 2007 ana 2008.

and purcR'9 declared for VAT purposes

m VAT returns and the Respondent

arrived at a figur ~- f Kshs.20,40S,298/= which they

demanded from the Appellant.

iii. PAVE: This was based on the director's allowances as

ii.
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claimed in the profit and loss account since the PAVE

ledger did not reflect any payment about PAVE. The

Respondent calculated it at Kshs.990,000/=

6. The Appellant issued the notice of intention to appeal dated 14th

October 2013 to Thika Local Committee.



THE APPEAL: -

7. Briefly the Appeal arises from the following circumstances: The

Appellant was aggrieved by the action taken by the Respondent in

issuing the confirmation of assessment notice contained in the

letter dated 3rd July 2013 in relation to the Value Added Tax

(VAT).

8. The Appeal was filed on 22nd October 2013 with the Local

Committee as it then was.

9.

upon by the

II w en the Respdhdent arrived•
ed that they had now

tements that were

THE RESPONSE: -

never availed to ~e Respond" t. during the indepth audit. In
"771

addition, the Appella contends 4 were now ready to sit with

the Commissioner to reso < e the matter.

10. The Respondent filed their Statement of Facts on 6th January 2014,

outlining the Appellant's principal activity, which is that of

wholeselling and retailing of general household items, with its

principal place of business in Sabasaba along Murang'a road.

11. The Appellant objected to the estimated assessments through their

letter date 18th July 2013 on the basis that the figures were

exaggerated and that he was ready to avail all the necessary
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records. The Appellant was given 14 days to cooperate and avail

all the necessary records. The Respondent sent another reminder

on 5th September 2013 which the Appellant chose not to respond

to.

12. That the estimated assessment issued by the Respondent to the

Appellant was based on the Commissioner's best judgment in

accordance with the provisions of eetion 73(2)(b) Income Tax

Act since the Appellant failed to-a any records as requested.

THE HEARING

13. The matter was listed for hearing on 17t" ebruary 2016 in which it

was dismissed for ellant. Thereafter,

the Appellant to have the

'ribunal Act

e to know about the status of

zhen he paid a visit to TAT

office for another matt r.

14. The Appellant argued tlia~ the amount demanded by the

Respondent was too huge an amount that required to be

ventilated through proper legal mechanism in order for him not to

suffer any harm from the Respondent. The Appellant held the

belief that he had an arguable case with high chances of success

and that the door should not be closed at that stage due to his

non-attendance which was not of his own making.
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15. When the parties appeared for hearing on 10th June 2016, the

Appellant was represented by Mr. Macharia and Mr. Kabiru

Nderitu, of Nderitu Associates while the Respondent was

represented by Mr. James Nyareki, Christopher Omeda, Fredrick

Kiamba, Joseph Nderitu and Ms. Shirley Kithuka.

16. The Appellant informed the Tribunal that he had received

communication from the Resg0ndent demanding certain

documents that were of necessi hem in carrying out indepth

audit, but before he could organize himself and present those

documents, the Respondent's agents ste ed his business premises

and forcefully coli ~d ut acknowledging

used to ~ke monthly

e would prepare andreturnee ro ptly while at ,5 e end

submit Aud~a Accounts as~II
'\

18. Further, the Appellant alleged tnat between the years 2012-2013,

Mr. Nyareki, a ~ , ntative 0 e Respondent would make

phone calls for him to It the Respondent's offices or Blue Post

Hotel in Thika for the purpose of answering queries on his

business accounts.

19. In addition, the Appellant orally submitted that in the year 2007

to 2008, he had handed over his books that were never returned

by the Respondent since then. The Appellant on further being

interrogated by the Tribunal said that the books of accounts were

usually placed on a table in an open place. Further, he could not

produce copies of the bank statements for the period demanded
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by the Respondent because of the cost demanded by the banks

which amounted to over Fifty Thousand Shillings (Kshs

50,000/=).

20. The Respondent on its part presented orally before the Tribunal

that, the Appeal against VAT assessment arising out of an Income

Tax assessment against Corporate Income Tax and VAT that had

been filed at the heard and

Issue.

outstandingdetermined leaving

21. The Respondent ppellant had not been

cooperative througHout the exercise and never took the work of

,.Income Tax

page 6

notices the Appellant thro

more time and requested the

Respondent in the last week of

November 2012, whicf never materialized.

22. The Respondent informe~ Tribunal that no Officer from the

Respondent's office ever collected the documents as alleged and

called upon the Appellant to prove his allegation. The

Respondent, again challenged the Appellant to strictly prove his

allegations that any of the Respondent's officers ever called him

to Blue Post Hotel for negotiating the matter out of the official

realm. This matter was heard and determined by the then Thika

Local Committee.
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23. The Tribunal upon hearing oral submissions, requested the Parties

to file their written submissions, giving the Appellant 14 days to

file and serve the Respondent first and thereafter the Respondent

shall do the same within 14days from the lapse of the Appellant's

time. That judgment shall be on notice.

24. The Appellant did file their written submission on 24th June 2016

and served the Respondent on be same day while the

Respondent filed theirs on 1ph Y" .

25. The Tribunal upon perusal e he written submission filed by the

Appellant noted that he had attache affidavits of two of his

employees and a customer called Caroline

Daniel Wanyoike J:h
26. Of more im4portance in the App fast's written SU', m'ission is that~ ~

he repeated himself of the same con en ions he presented orally
~ ~

when h~ appeared before tfHsTribunal apart from the additional

information that tt:~eAppellant operates in domestic consumables

rofit rnargi yerages 2%.

27. In addition, the Appel ant, alleges that he had prepared all the

necessary books and recorJ~required by the Respondent, which

he had kept ready at his desk for his auditor to collect and

forward to the Respondent in a formal manner, unfortunately

the Respondent's officers who were hostile stormed his open

office and snatched them without signing for them,

28. The Appellant when asked why he could not avail copies of his

bank statements he stated that he could not afford the cost of
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over Kenya Shillings Fifty Thousand (Kshs 50,000/=) demanded

by the bank to avail him the said copies.

29. The Appellant prays that the Tribunal should find in his favour

and in the event the Tribunal, reaches a contrary verdict then the

he was ready to settle this matter amicably with the Respondent

at markup rate method of 2% instead of the 14% adopted by

the Respondent in calculating the

30. The Respondent on its part exonerate itself from the

allegation raised by the e<R the allegation that they
"'"

demanded to see him out of office an hat they were hostile to

the Appellant. Th
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31.

" ions at three different venues

namely Jomo Kenya of Agriculture and Technology

(JKUAT), Kenya Agriculture Research Institute (KARl) Thika and
"""

the Blue Post Hotel in Thika, where a Ruling was delivered.

32. The Respondent emphasized that, the only time they met the

Appellant with regard to the matter relating to VAT assessment

was before this Tribunal and no other time to the best of their

recollection. According to the Respondent, the Appellant was

confusing this matter with the one of Income Tax assessment in

which a decision was entered on 31st July 2014 at the Blue Post



Hotel. whereby he was required to pay some money. It's on this

note that the Respondent contended that the Appellant was

insincere. dishonest. mischievous and disrespectful in insinuating

that the Respondent held a meeting or meetings with the

Appellant outside the Local Committee sittings thus imputing

improper motive.

33. The Respondent reiterated their or '

the Tribunal in its written s

allegations of its Officers having s . ed the Appellant's business
':,f'

premises and collected the Appellant's

had been placed in t~~ open on a table.

34. The Respondent further contends that the Appellant failed to

identify the said Respondent's who coUected the

documents. According to the Resp

and has not proven the allegation G>

~Respondent's offiCers.

35. It is also the Resp

records such as bank

missions presented before

some of the

could easily be obtained from

the hearing at the Local

Committee sittings. the Appellant failed to produce these

documents even after being given the opportunity to do so. The

Respondent further relied on Section 30 of the VAT Act Cap 476

(repealed) which requires the Appellant to maintain proper

records of his transactions.
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36. The Respondent defended their decision to appy the markup of

14% basing it on the legal authority vested in them by paragraph
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9 of the Seventh Schedule to VAT Act Cap 476 (now repealed).

The Respondent analyzed the trend of a similar business, a

wholesaler primarily dealing with consumable household items

and that if at all the Appellant wanted to the Tribunal to use the

markup of 2%, then they should have supported it with evidence

to convince the Tribunal as required under Section 30 of the TAT

Act 2013 which places the burden roof on the Appellant to

prove that the assessment is ex

37. Lastly, the Respondent drew of this Honorable

Tribunal to the judgment entered by

2008 is correct?

assessment in both cases

ISSUE FOR DET-ERMINATION
~

38. Whether th assessment estimate totaling

, Ity and interest for 2007-

Thika Local Committee.

ANALYSIS
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39. The Tribunal, after hearing and analyzing the evidence and

documents submitted and tabled by both parties, but more so by

the Respondent, noted the requirements of Regulation 7(1) of

the Value Added Tax 1994 (Legal Notice 195) which provides

that

"Records to be kept and produced to an authorized officer

under this regulation include-



i. Copies of all invoices issued in serialnumber order;

ii.Copies of all credit and debit notes issued, in

chronological order

Hi.All purchase invoices, copies of customs entries,

receipts for the payment .....

vii. Copies 0

viii.

iv....

40. The Tribunal notes that the

v. F...

vi.

heavily on this

41. iled to demonstrate how

and why the Tribunal sho Id not consider: the assessment as

contended by .he Respona.;t and the only information

presented before < Tribunal b he Appellant in response to

the Respondent's co ention was to orally counter the

Respondent' s arguments~out any supporting evidence.

42. The Tribunal further observes that all the Appellant did, was to

mudsling the Respondent's officers, by alleging that they tried to
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demand to be "seen" without any proof.

43. The Tribunal further notes that the allegation by the Appellant

and the fact that he claimed unknown people holding

themselves out to be "officials of the Respondent" had stormed

his business premises and snatched or collected his documents as



•

not proven. Indeed, if truly, the Appellant was genuine with his

allegation, he would have reported the matter to the police for

proper investigation to be carried out. It appears like the

Appellant had woken up from a slumber and was trying to

clutch to at any straw that he perceived that may save him from

the jaws of the taxman from demanding what is legally due to

the national coffers.

44. The Respondent was guided; ~ection 43 which requires any

person making taxable suppVes Ilfrder the VAT Act Cap 476

(now repealed) to keep certain recofds and in particular section

43 (3) which provia s that: "Every pe on required under
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45. p it acted within all

law and- accorded the Appellant enough

called upon the Tribunal to

be guided by section 26 of the TAT, Act 2013 which provides;

The Tribunal shall ensure that every party to proceedings

is given a reasonable opportunity to -

(a) present his case; and

(b) Inspect any documents in relation to the proceedings

and make submissions.

nd shall give

While Section 30 of TAT Act 2013 provides;



In a proceeding before the Tribunal, the Appellant has the

burden of proving -

(a) Where an Appeal relates to an assessment, that the

assessment is excessive; or

FINDINGS

(b) in any other case, that the tax decision should not have

been made or should have been made differently,

46. The Tribunal has considered th unds of Appeal set out by the

Appellant herein and the ResHonse t reof from the Respondent•and wishes to state on the onset that toe Tribunal has noted that

the Appellant while filling his appeal failed t meet the threshold

against the Respondent

before the Local Committee hika, where it was held that; -

u...... this A peal as drewti did not meet the threshold for

draft Memo ~ m of AP~ and the Appellant should

endeavor in tutur, to strictly comply with Rule 5 of The
~

Income Tax (Local COQ2mitteesRules (Rule under section 82

of the Income Tax rev.2012) " or section 5 of TATA 2013

Which states that, "Eech copy of a memorandum shall be

accompanied by:-

a. A copy of the tax decision

b. A copy of the notice of appeal

c. A statement, signed by the appellant,
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Setting out precisely all the facts on which the appeal is

based referring specifically to documentary evidence or

other evidence which it is proposed to adduce at the

hearing of the appeal, and to which shall be annexed a

copy of each document or extract from a document

referred to upon which the appellant proposes to rely as

evidence at the hearing of th

47. The Tribunal finds that the App

that does not meet the Ie~
into consideration Article 1

to avoid dismissin

ent ahead to file an Appeal

sld. The Tribunal has taken

es the Tribunal latitude

nicality but afford

an opportunity for
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'ftheTAT,

ich provides;
4,
~a'/t!shallensure t. roceedings is given

(a)

013 which provides;

In a proceeding before. Tribunal, the Appellant has the
"'>P

burden of proving -

(a) where an Appeal relates to an assessment, that the assessment

is excessive; or

(b) in any other case, that the tax decision should not have been

made or should have been made differently,



49. The Tribunal in making its decision, is persuaded by a decision

held in the South African case of Metcash Trading Limited v The

Commissioner for the South African Revenue Service and another,

Constitutional Court of South Africa Case CCT 3/2000 where

Kriegler, J observed that the burden of proving that an assessment

of VAT by the tax collector was wrong belonged to the

merchant. He is quoted to have sai

"Manifestly section 31 valuable weapon in

the hands of the Cemmlssf The prospect of having

the Commissioner indepetii assess both the

underlying amount and the VAT t. at is to be paid thereon

must in itself De a powerful disincentive for recalcitrant,

dishonest or otherwise remiss vendors. But the compulsive

force of this mechanism ct goes a good deal

further.~The dissatisfi~d· c , by lodging an
'""objectio " '£ of the Act and, that failing, by

noting an . n 33 or 33A, both compel

,0 reconsider the assessment and have

its correctness rec (lsidered afresh by an independent

tribunal. But the burden of proving the Commissioner

wrong then rests on the vendor under section

31. Because VAT is inherently a system of self-assessment

based on a vendor's own records it is obvious that the

incidence of this onus can have a decisive effect on the

outcome of an objection or appeal. Unlike income tax,

where assessments can elicitgenuine differences of opinion
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50. The Tribunal

about accounting practice, legal interpretations or the like,

in the case of a VAT assessment there must invariably have

been on adverse credibility finding by the Commissioner;

and by like token such a finding would usually have

entailed a rejection of the truth of the vendor's records,

returns and averments relating thereto. Consequently,

the discharge of the most formidable hurdle

facing a VAT vendor aggrieved by an assessment:

unless the Commission r is p/iecipitating credibility finding

can be shown to be wrong,

must stand. "

within the

9 of the

the Commissioner, any

, f the tax which has become

payable by him-iuider this Act by reason of--

(a) his teilure to keep proper books of account,

records or documents,

required under this Act, or the incorrectness or

inadequacy of those

books of account, record, or documents; or his

failure to make any return required under this Act,

or delay in
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iI

making any such return or the incorrectness or

inadequacy of any

such return; or

(c) his failure to apply for registration as a taxable

person under this

Act,

the Commissioner may, uch evidence as may be

the amount of tax d.

and payable forthwithby the per.son liable to pay the tax:
Provided t. t.

paragraph in such menner as may be iust and reasonable
~

in the circumstances.

and rightly relie Statements of the Appellant

for the years to 200 . 009 and compared them with those

for years 2010 to 2011 from an entity known as Puma

Wholesalers Limited engaged in similar business as the Appellant

to enable them arrive at the assessment margin of 14% which is

now the subject matter of this Appeal.

51. The Tribunal further finds that the according to the Financial

Statements relied on by the Respondent to arrive at the

aforestated assessment margin, the Appellant's Profit and Loss

Statement demonstrates a higher profit margin than that of
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Puma Wholesalers Limited and therefore the margin applied by

the Respondent is justifiable in the circumstances.

52. The Tribunal further finds that, in any case the onus to prove that

duty has been paid or the tax levied is excessive or punitive, lay

with the Appellant and the Appellant having failed to discharge

this burden, the Respondent duly demanded the same in

accordance with the provisions 0 law, which entitled it to

recover the tax due.

53. The Tribunal also finds thatdthe II nt defied the Ruling of this

Tribunal when it invoked its powers _, ated through Section 17

of TAT A Rules and'Re ulation 2015, whic ~rovides that;

efore the hearing or after the Clerk has

ay, on appeal to the Clerk

17 of TAT Act 2013,

which states that;

"The Tribunal ma call any person to attend at a hearing,."..

and give evidence including production of any document

if the Tribunal believes such evidence shall assist in its

page 18

deliberations." And section 20 of TAT Act 2013(1) "For

the purpose of proceedings before the Tribunal, the

Tribunal may - (b)to produce books, documents or

things mentioned in the summons.
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55. The Tribunal also finds that from the records filed by the

Respondent in their written submission as directed by the

Tribunal, after the hearing of the Appeal, the documents clearly

demonstrate the efforts the Respondent engaged in trying to

impress upon the Appellant to submit his Books of Accounts and

bank statements without any success.

56. The Tribunal finds that it is

character and behavior of the

question and this can also

by the Local committee at

Appellant's behavi

57. The Tribunal finds t

a previous matter decided

the narrative of the

to

ble that it considers the

from the
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all manner of

58. The Tribunal upon the documents attached to the

Respondent's written ions came across a note from the

Appellant which is undated but addressed to the Respondent

making reference to a phone conversation between the

Appellant and a Ruth Mutwiwa, a representative of the

Respondent whereby, the Appellant stated that four people

purporting to be from the Respondent collected the books. The

Tribunal at this stage wishes to quote the said note which states



o,
s

"It was on 12th September 2012, when we had discussion

on phone and you send four people to my premises to

collect books and I handed over them ..... "

59. The above position contradicts the affidavits filed by the

Appellant's witnesses who stated that, four people stormed the

Appellant's business premises and took away the books. Again, it

is on record before this Tribunal t, the Respondent did not at

any time send any four officer Appellant premises for the

purpose of carrying out a" -,rdinarily only two officers
" f'

are usually assigned such tasks.

60. The Tribunal wish 4

TRIBUNAL DECISIO

61. In line with the

Appellant to prove hi

dismissed.

62. Consequently the Confirmation Assessment dated 25th September

2013 is hereby upheld.

63. Each party shall bear its costs.

analysis vrled with the failure of the

se, the Appeal herein fails and is hereby
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lIt: 'D
DATED and DELIVEREDat NAIROBI this. k?..day of .• ~k~.2016

In the presence of: -

k~d~..w ~~~t £~ for the Appellant

~. ~.~.~..P.{1.€n1.~ for the Respondent

NelS K. KIVULLI
MEMBER

~>

DANIEL TANUI
MEMBER

PONANGIPALLI V.R. RAO
MEMBER
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